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Fucked, mate. You’re all fucked.
My school teachers informed me that the European settlers in North America decimated the native Indian
population more through disease than war. In particular, we gave them blankets carrying contagious small
pox and influenza germs. Right, I get it. That wasn’t very nice. But do I feel any White Guilt about it?
Hell no. Aside from the obvious fact that I’m not personally responsible for what someone I didn’t know
and who died before I was born did to someone else I didn’t know and died before I was born…. there’s
just another rather important fact.
It was give and take. You see, my school teachers told me about the Black Death that twice ravaged
Europe. What they didn’t say is who brought it….. the fucking Turks.
Now, I happen to like most of the Turks I’ve met and I’ve dated a couple of Turkish women [1] but their
repeated invasions of Europe do sorely try my patience. The Ottomans were utter cunts, with their slave
galleys, penchant for impalings, and Janissary child-kidnapping system. Bunch of cunts and I’m very glad
WWI finally put paid to their sick twisted empire. However, what history really ought to remember is it
was the Turks who introduced the Bubonic Plague to Europe in The Age Of Calamity between AD 1300
and 1400. Here’s how the book describes it:

Out of the Far East came a sickness of unprecedented virulence which, in the years between
1346 and 1352, carried off at least one third of Europe’s population. The greatest wave of
mortality ever to sweep across the world, it was to become known as the Black Death.

It was first spotted in Constantinople in 1347 and infected rats aboard Ottoman vessels gave it to the rest
of us. Now, I’ll admit that the Turks may hold their hands up and say, “hang on a minute, we didn’t
originate it. We got it off the bloody Mongols” and they’ll have a point.

What % bodyfat do you reckon he’s got? Maybe he’s on Tren?

The terrible machinery of the plague appears to have been set in motion in the Gobi desert in
Mongolia. In the late 1320s and epidemic erupted there among rodents and claimed its first
human victims from within the ranks of the nomadic Mongol horsemen, who then proceeded to
spread the disease throughout their extensive empire. The trade routes of the Silk Road, along
which silks and furs were carried westward from China, exposed the whole of central Asia to
the disease.

We Brits got it from the French [2] via Burgundy wine.
Now the lesson of the Black Death is pretty simple: Build The Wall. It was the mass immigration and
globalist trading which allowed the spread of virulent pestilence from the Third World into Europe. We
are seeing the same thing now on a (currently) smaller scale with all the Ebola, HIV, Hep C, small pox
and strange new diseases coming in with all the Soros fake-refugees. Anonymous Conservative has been
keeping tabs on the spike in incidences of previously eradicated diseases. Bring in the third world people,
and they bring the third world conditions with them. But of course so long as globalist traitors like
Merkel, May and Macron are in power, they’ll keep doing it.

https://www.anonymousconservative.com/blog/
https://theredarchive.com/
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“Zut alors! Ve got thee Engleesh with ze wine!”
There was an upside to the mass die-off in the European population.

The massive decline in population transformed the relationship between people and resources.
Because labour was scarce, the surviving work force could command high wages, while the
prices of land and agricultural products fell due to lack of demand.

We see the modern equivalent in Japan, but due to declining birth rate. The country suddenly isn’t so
crowded. House prices have been falling for thirty years. After decades of overcrowding and pressure on
scarce resources, declining birth rates should be leading the First World into a Golden Age. As soon as
those parasite Baby Boomers die, everything is freed up. But…… those same Baby Boomers insist on
keeping  globalists  in  power  who  are  using  the  “demographic  crisis”  as  a  pretext  to  inflict  mass
immigration on us.
Really, as if Britain’s “demographic crisis” can be solved by filling our schools with Pakistani and Somali
children….. how does turning Britain into Not-Britain help the British? Whatever Age Of Calamity strikes
the Proper Countries as globalism and the neo-liberal world order collapses and the civil wars of identity
fire up, I’m guessing those of us who keep our heads will emerge into a great age, like in the 1400s.
I made it though an entire blog post about immigration without once saying “shoot the invaders and
execute the traitors!” I guess I’ve mellowed.
Look, this is what happens when you read a book in summer and forget to review it for six months. Let’s

pretend it never happened, and buy Daygame Mastery, Daygame Infinite and Daygame Overkill,
alright? Check them out here.

[1] But never have and never will bum a male Turk, nor wrestle one. There are many things I won’t
follow Casanova in trying.
[2] No surprise there. It’s always the bloody French. I’m glad we smacked them up with the Hundred
Years War for it.
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